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New Helldivers 2 Major Order says it's time to liberate Zagon and Fori Prime for bug oil, but supply lines are needed — and fast [UPDATED]




Brendan Lowry 

last updated 20 March 24



Not So Simple
Helldivers 2's latest Major Order is here, and it's directing players to Zagon and Fori Prime. However, supply lines need to be established before we can fight on these planets.

























"The bad news is that there's not much good news": Helldivers 2 dev offers an update on a fix for its infamous crossplay friend request bug [UPDATED]




Brendan Lowry 

last updated 20 March 24



🤞🤞🤞
A Helldivers 2 community manager has shared an update about Arrowhead's progress on fixing crossplay friend requests.

























A new patch for Star Wars: Battlefront Classic Collection aims to fix some of the game's many woes




Cole Martin 

published 19 March 24



Patch notes
Aspyr's Star Wars: Battlefront Classic Collection was an anticipated return for the series, but a rocky launch has soured players. The first update aims to fix some of the game's ongoing issues.

























A new security update for Windows 11 is riddling some users with vague BSOD errors, slow boot times, and dismal system performance




Kevin Okemwa 

published 19 March 24



UH-OH 😱
Microsoft recently shipped Windows 11 KB5035853 as part of the Windows 11 March 2024 update. The update is reportedly causing Blue Screen of Death (BSOD) errors for some users.

























Microsoft cloud services will be blocked in Russia, and Google and Amazon services are next




Sean Endicott 

published 19 March 24




To be in compliance with a new law, Microsoft will suspend its services in Russia. Amazon and Google will take similar steps soon as well.

























World of Warcraft is getting a 60-player Pirate battle royale with rewards for the main game, say hi to 'Plunderstorm'




Alexander Cope 

published 19 March 24



A-hoy mateys
Blizzard Entertainment has announced that a new pirate-themed event will be included in World of Warcraft's Patch 10.2.6 update. Read on to learn more details on this unexpected event.























ASUS' answer to the Steam Deck drops to $399 with specs crushing Valve's cheapest model — making it the best value handheld
The 512GB Ryzen Z1 ROG Ally is temporarily $200 off at Best Buy.



Deal













As Apple races to catch up to OpenAI and Copilot on the iPhone, it's apparently turning to Google over Microsoft
History rewrites itself. Google and Apple are in the middle of a deal that could potentially leave Microsoft with the shorter end of the stick when it comes to the AI landscape on mobile.



IGEMINI













Microsoft News Roundup: EU forces Windows 11 fix, Microsoft forces Bing on Chrome, and Surface Duo runs Windows 11
The theme of the week is technology that extends across platforms.
















ASUS spectacularly refines its beloved 14-inch gaming laptop into a gorgeous OLED powerhouse for 2024
Taking everything great and encasing it in a gorgeous, slim, all-metal body.



Review













What to expect from Microsoft’s spring 2024 Surface PC announcements
New "AI-powered" Surface hardware will arrive in two waves this April and June.



New PCs!













Microsoft thinks stuffing Bing ads into Google Chrome is offering its customers 'choice,' except it really isn't that
Microsoft is abusing its control of Windows and is shoveling ads for Bing into places it shouldn't be doing. 



Not again













Alienware's latest gaming laptop offers one of the best portable PC gaming experiences I've ever tried in my life
Powerful internals provide unparalleled portable gaming with high frame rates.



Review













Every Fallout game goes on sale for unbeatable rock bottom prices ahead of the Amazon TV show's release date
Excited for the Fallout TV show? Get the legendary games it's based on for dirt cheap.



Atomic Savings













The ludicrous clearance sale on Surface Laptop Go 2 is over, but here's a nice alternative from Microsoft's SECRET store
The top deal may be over but there's still a good alternative going on to save you some money.



An absurd price



















Get the Windows Central Newsletter
All the latest news, reviews, and guides for Windows and Xbox diehards.
Contact me with news and offers from other Future brandsReceive email from us on behalf of our trusted partners or sponsors
By submitting your information you agree to the Terms & Conditions and Privacy Policy and are aged 16 or over.
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Windows 11's best alternative apps are 25% OFF: "It's like getting the next version of Windows today."



By

Kevin Okemwa 

published 19 March 24



CUSTOMIZATION GALORE
Stardock's top third-party software apps, including WindowsBlinds, CursorFX, SoundPackager, Groupy 2, and more, are currently on sale with a 25% discount.






CUSTOMIZATION GALORE



















Microsoft NEEDS to copy this new feature from the best File Explorer alternative on Windows 11



By

Sean Endicott 

published 19 March 24



Imitation is flattery
A recent update to Files, a third-party file manager on Windows 11, adds a new layout picker that Microsoft should emulate.






Imitation is flattery


























Best Windows VPN service in 2024



By

Nikki Johnston 

last updated 19 March 24




With a Windows VPN, you'll be able to bypass geo-restrictions and secure your desktop from all sorts of threats. Here are my top picks in 2024.






Software Apps



















While Copilot AI's usefulness among users remains debatable, Microsoft finds yet another home for the chatbot on Windows 11



By

Kevin Okemwa 

published 18 March 24



COPILOT EVERYWHERE
Microsoft Copilot could soon be available in the File Explorer's context menu on Windows 11. The new Copilot option can help users summarize a document.






COPILOT EVERYWHERE



















The next version of Microsoft Office is about to enter preview, here's how it differs from Microsoft 365



By

Sean Endicott 

published 18 March 24




Microsoft Office LTSC 2024 will enter preview in April and start shipping later this year.






Office 365
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This $599.99 PC with an RTX 3050 would make a perfect first gaming laptop or system for playing Minecraft on the go



By

Sean Endicott 

published 19 March 24



Gaming on a budget
A discount on the Lenovo LOQ 15 brings an already affordable gaming laptop to under $600, making it a great first gaming laptop.






Gaming on a budget



















Lenovo's Yoga 9i 2-in-1 is 'just short of a masterpiece,' and you can now get a 4K OLED model with a 1TB SSD for cheaper than the base model



By

Sean Endicott 

last updated 19 March 24



Deal
Lenovo's Yoga 9i 2-in-1 is one of the best Windows laptops you can buy. And right now, you can buy it for over 20% less than its retail price.






Deal



















At Dell TechFest's halfway point, this XPS 15 deal stands out, discounting the Ultrabook by $510 and saving you a ton on an RTX 4060 laptop



By

Sean Endicott 

last updated 15 March 24



Super savings
Dell TechFest is halfway through. The event slashes hundreds of dollars off the price of XPS, Inspiron, and other PCs. The Dell XPS 15 is up to $510 off right now.






Super savings



















A new Surface Laptop is around the corner, which means you can save BIG on the Surface Laptop 5 today



By

Sean Endicott 

published 15 March 24



Save on Surface
Microsoft is expected to announce a new Surface Laptop next week and a Surface Laptop 6 later this year. That means you can grab a Surface Laptop 5 at a discount right now.






Save on Surface



















Microsoft needs to copy this Phone Link trick that pairs your phone and PC seamlessly



By

Sean Endicott 

published 15 March 24



Phone Link
The update to Android 14 adds an extra step to cast your phone's screen to your PC through Phone Link, but with a bit of extra work you can remove the additional tap.






Phone Link



















Save big and upgrade your laptop or PC for less with this FANTASTIC SSD deal



By

Rebecca Spear 

published 14 March 24



Internal SSD deal
This WD_BLACK SSD is at a very low price right now, making it easier for you to upgrade your laptop or PC.






Internal SSD deal
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Helldivers 2 Galactic War supply lines explained: Map and how they work



By

Brendan Lowry 

published 19 March 24



Logistics Matter
Supply lines have a major impact on Helldivers 2's Galactic War, but what are they, and how do they work? Here's what you need to know.






Logistics Matter



















New Overwatch 2 heroes will now be available for everyone, no Battle Pass required



By

Samuel Tolbert 

published 19 March 24



💸
Overwatch 2 heroes will now be unlocked for everyone at launch, with now Battle Pass required.






💸


























Best Helldivers 2 stratagems: Tier list, for bugs, Automatons, solo, and early game



By

Brendan Lowry 

last updated 19 March 24



The Big Guns
In Helldivers 2, it's important to choose your stratagems wisely. Here are the ones I recommend using.






The Big Guns



















Cozy co-op space farming game with mechs crashes onto Xbox Game Pass today



By

Cole Martin 

published 19 March 24



Game Pass
Suit up with the squad and get to growing some crops on an alien planet.






Game Pass



















Xbox Game Pass games list for Xbox console, PC, and xCloud 



By

Alexander Cope 

last updated 19 March 24



ALL the games
Do you need to know which games are available on Xbox Game Pass? Check out our list of Xbox Game Pass games and Xbox Perks currently on offer through Xbox consoles, PC, and xCloud.






ALL the games
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XREAL glasses make AR gaming more approachable than ever



By

Rebecca Spear 

published 18 March 24



AR/VR glasses
XREAL is showing off its fantastic AR glasses with AR game demos at GDC this year.






AR/VR glasses



















I test power banks of all shapes and sizes and the one that never leaves my bag is heavily discounted



By

Jennifer Young 

published 14 March 24



GET JUICED
Power banks all do the same thing, but one that stands out from the pack is the Baseus Blade 2, with its ridiculously slim design. It's currently available at a hefty discount.






GET JUICED



















Best laptop power banks 2024: The best battery packs to keep your devices juiced up on the go



By

Rebecca Spear 

last updated 14 March 24



Juice up
You can keep your laptop running longer if you have a good power bank to keep up with it. Here are the best laptop battery packs available now.






Juice up



















Logitech MX Keys S review: A consistent, versatile, and feature-packed wireless keyboard



By

Zachary Boddy 

published 13 March 24



Review
The Logitech MX Keys S is the company's take on a productivity-focused wireless keyboard, and is all-around a fantastic peripheral.






Review



















Logitech MX Master 3S review: An easy choice for the productivity champions



By

Zachary Boddy 

published 12 March 24



Review
The Logitech MX Master 3S is the latest in a long line of excellent productivity-focused wireless mice, and it's predictably amazing.






Review



















Supersized discount slashes $800 off this gargantuan, 57-inch, 240Hz ultrawide gaming monitor



By

Sean Endicott 

published 11 March 24




This gargantuan gaming monitor has a supersized discount that takes $800 off the Samsung Odyssey Neo G9.






Monitors
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